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Abstract This paper presents an effective parameter esti-

mation approach for software reliability growth models

using gravitational search algorithm. A software reliability

growth model is imperfect, if model parameters are

unknown and are not validated on real-time software

datasets. There exist several efficient numerical estimation

techniques for parameter estimation of software reliability

growth models. But they are not panacea. Sample size,

biasing and initialization etc. always remain a constraint

for best parameter estimation. Results indicate that gravi-

tational search algorithm based technique for parameter

estimation overcomes these problems and does superior

quality parameter estimation. In this paper, extensive

experiments on nine real-time datasets were conducted and

results were analyzed to compare the proposed approach.

The analysis results point towards the superiority of pro-

posed approach over existing numerical estimation, genetic

algorithm and cuckoo search methods.

Keywords Gravitational search � Parameter estimation �
Software reliability growth model � Metaheuristics

1 Introduction

In today’s environment, the demand for software systems

and software-controlled systems has increased rapidly.

This demand of safety-critical, business-critical or system

software’s can lead to a serious injury, data loss or financial

loss if any defect causes a serious failure.

Software reliability is an utmost important quality

attribute among others, which describes the failure free

operation of a software system under the stated conditions

for a specified time period. In general terms, the reliability

of software quantifies—how well the software provides the

services intended by users. Through out the development

lifecycle of any software, industry always faces challenges

of resource management, effective coordination, better

scheduling, and budgeting. The software reliability pre-

diction and estimation provides confidence to the software

designers about not only the challenges during the life

cycle but also about the quality of software. The various

phases of software development life cycle help for mod-

elling of software reliability (Kapoor et al. 2011). Figure 1

below shows the relationship between phases of Software

development life cycle (SDLC) and software reliability

modelling techniques.

The software reliability growth models (SRGMs) are the

most explored type of software reliability modelling

approach. More than hundreds of software reliability

growth models have been proposed by various researchers

in the last three decades. These models statistically relate

software failure data with well-known functions such as an

exponential function, non-homogenous possion process

(NHPP) etc. (Wood 1996a). The better will be the mapping

of failure data with functions of well-known models, the

better will be the accuracy and model.
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SRGMs are further classified into failure rate models

and non-homogenous Poisson process (NHPP) based

models and has been explored in greater depth. Failure rate

models were found better than NHPP models in some

cases, but components of NHPP model are found more

significant and effective (Kapoor et al. 2011; Williams

2007; Xie 1991; Goševa-Popstojanova and Trivedi 2001).

The NHPP based reliability models depend on time,

error content function and error detection rate. A gener-

alized and analytical software reliability model uses the

mean value function to describe the stochastic software

failure process. These models provide mathematical

model framework to describe the software failure phe-

nomena during the testing phase. The NHPP models face

issue in estimation of mean value function from the

experienced cumulative failures at a point of time.

Equation parameters of these models are usually esti-

mated using techniques like least square estimation or

maximum likelihood estimation. Any mathematical mod-

elling remains incomplete without applying parameter

estimation. Software reliability modelling also requires a

good parameter estimation technique, which provides the

optimal mapping of cumulative failures with time. Basi-

cally, it turns into an optimization problem in which the

objective function relates the known output variable with

unknown parameters. The main aim is the estimation of

unknown variables to achieve the minimum error in the

output variable. Previous research says that the numerical

estimation is most widely used parameter estimation

approach for SRGMs. Least square estimation (LSE) and

maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) are the most

popular parameter estimation approaches among others

but due to non-linearity of failure data, these two

approaches do not always provide the optimal solution.

These techniques also suffer from limitations such as:

likelihood function maximization and error minimization

and the existence of derivatives of the evaluation method

(Hsu and Huang 2010; Tohma 1995).

To overcome these limitations several nature-inspired

approaches have been proposed for parameter estimation of

SRGMs. Genetic algorithm, ant colony optimization, par-

ticle swarm optimization, simulated annealing, cuckoo

search optimization techniques are used in parameter

estimation of SRGMs (Zhang et al. 2008; AL-Saati et al.

2013; Kim et al. 2015; Bidhan and Awasthi 2014; Singh

et al. 2015).

In this paper, we propose gravitational search algorithm

(GSA) based technique for parameters estimation of

SRGMs. GSA is a well proven optimization algorithm

enthused by the law of gravity and mass interactions. It has

been intensively used by many researchers on complex

problems as it provides better balance between intensifi-

cation and diversification for parameter identification (Sa-

hoo 2014). We performed experiments on nine real-time

datasets for five well established SRGMs, Goel Okumoto

model (GO), Generalized Goel model(GG), Delayed

S-shaped model (DS), Logistic growth model (Pai 2013)

and generalized fault-detection software reliability model

(Pham Model) (Pham 2016).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Basic

concepts of SRGMs and existing parameter estimation

techniques are discussed in Sect. 2. Section 3 explains the

basic concept of GSA and proposed approach. Section 4

validates the experimental results and Sect. 5 concludes the

paper.

2 Software reliability growth model
and parameter estimation techniques

Software reliability growth models based NHPP predict the

cumulative failure count of software systems at any point

of time based on their past failure behavior at any time t

(Kapoor et al. 2011; Williams 2007).

These models also make the following assumptions

(Kapoor et al. 2011; Hsu and Huang 2010; Sahoo 2014):

1. Remaining faults are the cause for failure in software

systems.

2. At any point of time number of detected faults and

remaining faults are proportional to each other.

3. Remaining faults uniformly affect the failure rate of

software.

4. Detected faults are repaired immediately without

introducing new faults.

The NHPP models can be represented mathematically

using mean value function mðtÞ, where a, b etc. are

Fig. 1 Software reliability model classification based on Software

development life cycle
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behavior parameters. The models selected for this study are

shown below in Table 1.

The parameters in the model can be estimated using

failure data by various estimation techniques. Once

parameter estimation is over, the model can be used to

analyze various performance measures. Parameter estima-

tion problem for the stochastic system can be transmuted to

an optimization problem. The aim of this estimation is to

identify a set of parameters which is best fitted to the

function and can map the failure data precisely. One way to

address this parameter estimation problem is the applica-

tion of numerical estimation such as LSE and MLE. LSE

method determines the highest probable accurate set of

parameter for a given experimental dataset (Hsu and Huang

2010). Moreover, it uses curve fitting process on the

experimental dataset to estimate the unknown parameters

(Tohma 1995). LSE also uses the nonlinear regression.

LSE is quite simple to apply, as nonlinear regression is

available as functionality in most of the commercial sta-

tistical packages (Kim et al. 2015). MLE is also an influ-

ential parameter estimation technique for statistical

models. MLE has several significant statistical properties to

be an optimal estimator for big amount of data. But the

solution process of MLE is highly complex for evaluation

of parameters. They need to be solved numerically (Hsu

and Huang 2010; Wood 1996b; Schneidewind 1993;

Aljahdali and El-Telbany 2009), which is a practical

problem for industry professionals. The SRGM functions

are bit complex log likelihood etc., which also makes MLE

to very difficult. MLE and LSE were compared by Wood

(1996b) assuming that the estimated errors are normally

distributed, and he found that confidence intervals for MLE

perform better on large samples rather than small samples.

It provides asymmetric confidence intervals for the total

defect parameter. While the confidence interval for LSE is

symmetric.

The LSE becomes the choice, where MLE cannot pro-

vide the satisfactory parameter estimation. It offers steady

outcomes in broader datasets hence it becomes a highly

preferred method used by the software practitioners. The

literature shows limitations of numerical estimation such as

it is usually non-trivial. Sometimes the estimation shows

heavy biases for small size samples. The selection of initial

parameter values is also a sensitive issue. Nature has

always been a source of inspiration. Few authors have

proposed neural network based approach to map the non

linearity of software failures (RajKiran and Ravi 2007;

Mohanty et al. 2013; Lo 2009; Su et al. 2005). But, the

major drawback of these techniques is that they require a

very large training data set to train the system, which

produces a high computational cost and time. These tech-

niques also consume high computation cost for prediction

of no of failure per iteration.

To overcome such issues, Nature-inspired approaches

have been applied in various areas of software engi-

neering, software testing and software reliability (Arora

and Baghel 2015). In 1995, Minohara and Tohma (1995)

proposed a model using the genetic algorithms for

SRGMs and found that it is a more stable approach for

getting an estimate. Zhang et al. (Amin et al. 2013)

proposed particle swarm optimization (PSO) technique

as a new parameter estimation approach for SRGM, but

observed that this approach required high search range

and low convergence speed. Aljahdali and El-Telbany

(2009) proposed the use of a multi-objective genetic

algorithm for SRGM. Hsu et al. (2010) proposed a

modified genetic algorithm (MGA) based parameter

estimation to improve the performance of basic GA for

addressing the parameter estimation problem of SRGM.

Al-Saati et al. (2013) proposed a Cuckoo Search (CS)

based parameter estimation technique. CS performed

better than PSO and ACO techniques.

Table 1 A summary of selected software reliability growth models

Model detail Model

type

MVF (m(t)) Parameter significance

Goel–Okumoto (GO)

model

Concave m tð Þ ¼ a 1� e�bt
� �

a[ 0; b[ 0 The scale is determined by ‘a’ and shape of the mean-value

function is determined by ‘b’

Generalized Goel model Concave mðtÞ ¼ að1� eð�btcÞÞ a[ 0; b[ 0; c[ 0 Expected total faults count on event is ‘a’, the quality of

testing is reflected by ‘b’ and ’c’ parameters

Delayed S shaped model S-

shaped
mðtÞ ¼ að1� ð1þ btÞeð�btÞÞÞ a[ 0; b[ 0 Expected total faults count on event is ‘a’, the fault

detection rate is reflected by ‘b’.

Logistic growth model S-

shaped

m tð Þ ¼ a

1þce�btð Þ a[ 0; b[ 0; k[ 0 Expected total faults count on event is ‘a’, ‘c’ and ’b’

parameters is used to fit the failure data.

Generalized fault-

detection software

reliability (Pham

model)

S-

shaped m tð Þ ¼ N 1� b

bþ c

b

� �
ln aþebt

1þa
� �

0

@

1

A

a Expected total faults count before testing is ‘‘N’’, Expected

total faults count in infinite time is ‘‘a’’ Time dependent

Fault-detection rate is ‘b’ Probability density function is

generalized by a and b.
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3 Parameter estimation using gravitational search
algorithm

Gravitational Search Algorithm (Rashedi et al. 2009) is a

memory less, population based optimization algorithm

based on Newton’s Law of gravity and motion (Rashedi

et al. 2009). GSA is successfully applied to various area

such as in neural network training, robotics, Optical,

Bioinformatics, Software Engineering, Networking, Image

Processing (Ojugo et al. 2013; Sheikhan and Rad 2013;

Biglari et al. 2013; Seljanko 2011; Saucer and Sih 2013;

Bababdani and Mousavi 2013; Amoozegar and Nezam-

abadi-pour 2012; Han and Chang 2012; Sun and Zhang

2013; Sabri et al. 2013; Biswas et al. 2013), etc.

InGSA,masses are considered as agents. Each agent inGSA

has following four parameters such as position of the agent in dth

dimension, inertia mass, active and passive gravitational mass.

The position of agents is represented as solutions of optimiza-

tion problem, which is navigated by adjustment of the gravita-

tional and inertiamasses. These agents will present an optimum

solution in the solution space. The heavy masses correspond to

good solutions because their movement is slower than lighter

masses. Stopping criteria for the algorithm can be either fixed

number of iterations or achievement of desired solution.

The main motive of proposed approach is to get better

accuracy of the parameter estimation for SRGMs. The

main steps of the proposed approach are shown in Fig. 2

and steps as follows:

Fig. 2 Proposed approach for

parameter estimation using

gravitational search algorithm
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1. The first step is the formulation of the objective

function. Minimize: fit(p), Subject to: pi 2 Pi
¼ 1; 2; 3; 4. . .:M, Where fit(p) is an objective function

for parameter estimation and p is the set of each

unknown parameter pi, M is the number of unknown

parameters pi, is the set of the possible values for each

unknown parameter, where Lpi � Pi �Upi and Lpi and

Upi are the lower and upper bounds for each unknown

parameter. In our case a, b, c etc. are the unknown

parameters according to model choose. The GSA

algorithm parameters are also initialized such as N is

the number of agents or population size and the

number of maximum iteration (T), or termination

criterion.

2. Perform random Initialization of position of agents X

between the lower and upper bound of parameters.

3. Repeat steps iii to vii until the termination criteria

reached (maximum number of iteration). a)Evaluate

the fitness of N agents.

4. Update the G tð Þ ¼ G0e
�/;,best tð Þ ¼ min

j2i¼1;2...N
fitj tð Þ

and worst tð Þ ¼ max
j2i¼1;2...N

fitj tð Þ agents and mi tð Þ ¼
fiti tð Þ�worst tð Þ
best tð Þ�worst tð Þ, Mi tð Þ ¼ mi tð ÞPN

j¼1
mj tð Þ

.

5. Compute the total force Fd
i tð Þ in different directions.

6. Compute the acceleration adi tð Þ ¼ Fd
i tð Þ

Md
ij tð Þ

, velocity

vdi tþ 1ð Þ ¼ randi � vdi tð Þ þ adi tð Þ where randi is uni-

form random variable between [0, 1].

7. Update position of agents xdi tþ 1ð Þ ¼ xdi tð Þ þ
vdi tþ 1ð Þ.

4 Experimental design and result discussions

For the experiment and analysis, nine datasets including

open source dataset is selected. Table 2 below shows the

details of the selected datasets.

The comparison of SRGMs was used for validation of

accuracy of the proposed approach employed for parameter

estimation. Five well established SRGMs are selected, GO

model, DS model have two unknown parameters, GG

Model and LG Model have three unknown parameters and

Pham model have six unknown parameters.

As a comparison criterion, the mean square error (MSE)

shows the deviation between the predicted and actual data.

The smaller values of MSE show the better estimation of

the model. The Theil statistic (TS) shows the average

deviation percentage, over all periods with respect to the

actual data. The closer the value of TS towards zero, better

the prediction quality of the model. We selected MSE and

TS as our comparison criteria, details of which are shown

in Table 3.

Following experiments has been performed to evalua-

tion the GSA based model. First, the performance

Table 2 Software reliability

failure data set
Dataset Value # of Failures # of weeks/months

DACS Datasets (Musa 1980)

FC2 Real time command and control 54 11

FC6 Commercial sub system 73 9

FC40 Military 101 50

Tandem computers software failure (Wood (1996b)

DS1 Computers software failure 100 20

DS2 Computers software failure 176 18

Misra’s Space Shuttle Software Failure Data (Misra 1983)

STS Space Shuttle flights STS2, STS3, STS4 231 38

Tohma’s Software failure data (Tohma et al. 1989)

TS Monitoring & real-time control 86 22

WebERP (06/2003 to 07/2008) (SourceForge.net 2008; Hsu et al. 2011)

DS3 Web-based integrated accounting ERP system 146 60

OpenProj (08/2007 to 07/2008) (SourceForge.net 2008; Hsu et al. 2011)

DS4 Open source project management software 94 49

Table 3 Comparison criteria

S. No Criteria Formula

1 Mean square error (Pham 2007)
MSE ¼

Pk

i¼1
m tið Þ

0
�m tið Þ

� �2

k�p

2 Theil statistic

(Sharma et al. 2010) TS ¼
Pk

i¼1
m tið Þ

0
�m tið Þ

� �2

Pk

i¼1
m tið Þ

0� �2
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validation of GSA based model with numerical estimation

techniques was done. Second, the performance validation

with the existing CS and GA based approach.

The validation of effectiveness for proposed approach is

done by comparing the existing numerical methods using

CASRE tool. CASRE tool is one of the well-proven soft-

ware reliability modelling tools. For comparison, LSE

based approach is selected in CASRE tool for the param-

eter estimation of SRGMs. Table 4 shows the result of

comparison between CASRE tool and GSA base approach.

The three traditional models GO Model and GG Model

and DSmodel were selected for comparison because LG and

Pham model is not available in CASRE tool. The results

indicate that MSE values of proposed model are less than the

existing values inmost of the observations. ForDS1, it shows

that MSE values are much smaller than CASRE tool values.

The results of all the selectedmodels are better in case of FC2

and DS1 datasets but not in case of FC6. We have also

compared and evaluated the performance of proposed tech-

niques with CS based technique and GA based technique

(AL-Saati et al. 2013) using nine real world datasets. The

number of maximum iterations was set to 1000 for all the

approaches as stopping criteria. All the techniques are exe-

cuted 15 times repeatedly on each model for each dataset,

and the MSE and TS are used for this validation.

Starting with experiment design, first of all the Gravi-

tational search algorithm parameters were set as shown in

Table 5.

Results indicate that MSE and TS values of GSA based

approach are smaller than the values of the GA based and

CS based approach for most of the models datasets. In

particular, the MSE and TS values of GSA for all models in

FC2, FC6, FC40, DS2 and Thoma dataset are significantly

different from GA and CS based approach. Figure 3 shows

the MSE values of all the models on selected datasets. The

value of MSE in all the cases except Pham Model on FC6

shows better or comparable results with CS and GA based

approach. These results indicate the superiority of GSA

approach (Fig. 3; Table 6).
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Fig. 3 Performance of GSA, CS and GA based approach on various datasets and selected models

Table 4 MSE values

comparison of CASRE tool and

GSA

GO model GG model DS model

Dataset CASRE tool GSA CASRE tool GSA CASRE tool GSA

FC2 27.56 12.35 29.37 15.73 11.85 7.49

FC6 12.81 13.48 12.24 39.6 12.3 14.03

DS1 207.81 41.64 199.95 94.78 168.67 59.26

Table 5 Parameter

Initialization for gravitational

search algorithm

Parameter Value

Population Size 50

A 20

G0 3%

Number of iterations 1000
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Table 6 Results of comparison

criteria of proposed approach on

9 real world datasets

Dataset Model Comparison GSA CS GA

FC2 GO model MSE 20.68638 29.00014 42.82487

TS 12.35498 14.12895 16.60541

GG model MSE 15.73348 29.01508 77.54135

TS 10.53907 14.09447 23.09338

DS model MSE 7.490235 10.39528 28.03524

TS 7.421363 8.623594 14.26107

LG model MSE 33.2019 37.3729 117.5935

TS 14.06095 16.03998 29.49175

Pham model MSE 3.718041 1.826812 3.970186

TS 5.251653 3.679763 5.380664

FC6 GO model MSE 11.4848 14.15892 22.6981

TS 6.332403 6.98499 8.653902

GG model MSE 39.14796 31.63734 30.46988

TS 11.55195 10.30282 9.90179

DS model MSE 14.03783 20.89811 33.18888

TS 7.071327 8.404833 10.8062

LG model MSE 54.75683 36.73316 50.86513

TS 13.68148 11.12131 13.35318

Pham model MSE 48.06617 2.972592 5.30133

TS 12.94844 3.252533 4.245703

FC40 GO model MSE 51.42722 94.75789 218.223

TS 10.34132 13.41843 20.38155

GG model MSE 80.73764 80.37687 220.6913

TS 13.03058 12.58527 21.17034

DS model MSE 18.85571 72.42391 44.51512

TS 6.316877 11.82036 9.331651

LG model MSE 39.77958 71.75866 79.9226

TS 9.186928 11.97131 12.86249

Pham model MSE 13.48488 16.63494 55.54432

TS 5.36858 5.965254 10.7983

DS1 GO model MSE 41.64973 95.27767 65.41596

TS 8.452943 12.34884 10.52604

GG model MSE 94.78755 72.52286 73.8813

TS 12.6835 10.86018 11.16679

DS model MSE 59.26688 70.39161 60.97078

TS 10.16031 10.99357 10.29254

LG model MSE 132.331 103.7217 156.873

TS 15.03721 13.18369 16.52511

Pham model MSE 90.17587 21.52432 126.768

TS 12.47828 6.127038 14.57453

DS2 GO model MSE 367.8824 352.9038 1572.502

TS 15.88208 15.59411 33.0528

GG model MSE 537.4242 463.2452 2017.518

TS 19.34208 17.49565 37.40498

DS model MSE 214.7282 228.2654 949.9159

TS 12.20088 12.53908 25.63977

LG model MSE 88.52963 125.8737 479.6042

TS 7.843258 9.263852 18.22409

Pham model MSE 814.4612 1983.276 1399.151

TS 23.81112 37.15662 31.11373
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We developed the following hypothesis to validate the

result:

1. Ho: GSA = CS.

2. Ha: GSA = CS.

OneWayANOVAwas performed to test the hypothesis at

95% confidence interval. Table 7 describes the average MSE

values and ANOVA test results. For the FC2 dataset, the

p-values are 3.12E–12 for theGOmodel, 3.68E–10 for theGG

model, 5.57E–16 for the DS model, 5.057E–06 for the LG

model and similar on other datasets also. The p-values are

smaller than the significance level of 0.05 for each selected

dataset and models. Therefore, we reject the null hypothesis

and accept the alternate hypothesis (Table 7).

Table 6 continued
Dataset Model Comparison GSA CS GA

Tohma GO model MSE 41.19227 35.96293 83.35483

TS 10.40315 9.806347 14.20342

GG model MSE 69.15074 84.29778 161.5447

TS 13.55064 14.58231 19.76426

DS model MSE 9.607635 34.02993 32.82586

TS 5.079425 8.847071 8.46516

LG model MSE 24.37432 63.93187 40.60642

TS 8.072933 12.69521 10.27679

Pham model MSE 16.38813 5.80683 47.4159

TS 6.6634 3.968783 10.89881

Mishra GO model MSE 206.8974 139.8348 2885.724

TS 10.01629 9.482933 38.8301

GG model MSE 586.6731 345.5955 3314.718

TS 16.28824 12.22388 41.63012

DS model MSE 170.5113 178.7255 2320.349

TS 9.374149 9.588577 34.83043

LG model MSE 439.9000 178.7255 1531.936

TS 15.14547 9.588577 28.29123

Pham model MSE 981.3232 3392.587 3258.426

TS 22.42963 42.13612 41.27886

DS3 GO model MSE 237.002 109.3179 875.3999

TS 22.3457 15.35764 41.43447

GG model MSE 376.7438 135.2681 515.9911

TS 27.69044 17.08349 33.18529

DS model MSE 189.9687 175.082 252.7855

TS 20.17422 19.43568 22.90287

LG model MSE 301.5138 92.70592 311.1407

TS 25.46817 14.14248 25.85014

Pham model MSE 180.3941 173.7133 461.133

TS 19.70681 19.35892 31.48576

DS4 GO model MSE 18.26567 7.837463 34.65955

TS 6.279295 4.207208 7.266888

GG model MSE 147.0641 1.699153 130.1825

TS 17.19493 1.958926 16.28536

DS model MSE 47.9433 47.89308 116.4523

TS 10.39466 10.40022 15.76252

LG model MSE 94.00700 6.652776 155.7647

TS 14.47982 3.876213 18.62972

Pham model MSE 46.80663 2.865497 85.99036

TS 10.24052 2.477513 13.74052
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5 Conclusions and future scope

An effective parameter estimation approach using GSA for

SRGMs was discussed in this paper that overcomes the

limitations of existing approaches. The evaluation of pro-

posed approach is done by performing extensive experi-

ments on nine well-known datasets for five well established

SRGMs. The comparison results of GSA and CASRE tool

reflects the effectiveness of GSA based model. The pro-

posed approach is also compared with GA and CS based

approach. It is evident from the experimental results that

GSA can provide optimal solution more accurately than

GA and CS approach. In future, we wish to conduct a

comparative experimental study, between GSA and other

hybrid meta-heuristics for better parameter estimation

approach of SRGMs.
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